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“EvEry mountain top 

 is within rEach  

if you just kEEp climbing”
Barry Finlay | Kilimanjaro and Beyond

Do you agree? Does this 

quote excite you? are 

you looking for a physical 

and mental challenge that 

will push you out of your 

comfort zone? 

Do you want to sharpen 

your focus on training, while 

raising awareness and funds 

for a local cancer research 

charity?

next july, we are accepting 

the challenge to climb pointe 

burnaby, a swiss mountain 

of 4,153m (13,625 feet), to 

raise funds for the caroline 

foundation (tcf) a dedicated 

single purpose irish cancer 

research charity based in 

greystones.

thecarolinefoundation.com
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how did this 
Come aBout?
the genesis of the idea came from 

bill roberts, a long-time client of 

adam kelly and an experienced 

guided client in the alps. he 

noticed the name pointe burnaby 

on maps and investigated 

climbing it some time ago, as an 

acclimatising climb prior to taking 

on a higher mountain, but it never 

quite happened. sometime later 

he saw it again referenced in a 

book by frank nugent and he 

made the connection with the 

burnaby estate in greystones.

bill discussed this with adam 

and the idea of bringing a team 

from pura vida to climb pointe 

burnaby was born. the climb 

would be undertaken in a spirit 

of honouring the achievements 

of Elizabeth hawkins-whitshed 

while raising funds for the 

caroline foundation – a charity 

in memory of another woman 

of spirit and determination 

-caroline Dwyer hickey who 

grew up in the burnaby.  

this would be the focus when 

putting together a small team 

of dedicated climbers willing to 

undertake the training needed 

for such a challenge.
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caroline Dwyer hickey
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at a time when women as alpine 

climbers were rare, and with the 

rudimentary equipment of the time, 

she climbed mountains that are, 

even today, considered a challenge.  

in 1907, she became the founding 

president of the ladies alpine club. 

she defied the conventions of her 

time by taking part in activities 

deemed to be for men only. 

the East summit of the bishorn 

mountain in switzerland is 4,153 

metres (13,625 feet) in height. 

as the first to scale this summit 

Elizabeth named it after her 

husband, fred.  it is known as 

pointe burnaby.

why Pointe BurnaBy?
Elizabeth hawkins-whitshed 

(1860-1936) was an intrepid 

mountaineer, writer, photographer 

and explorer.  born in ireland in 

1860, she lived much of her early life 

in killincarrick house, greystones 

(now greystones golf club). the 

area which she inherited was 

later developed to become the 

burnaby Estate named after her 

first husband capt. f. burnaby. she 

moved to switzerland in 1881. 

born into privilege, ms. hawkins-

whitshed rid herself of the 

restrictions of society to become an 

alpine climber of the golden age. 
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by professor john crown.  the 

foundation currently funds Dr. 

maria prencipe and Dr. sarah 

foley on ccrt’s research team.

the caroline foundation is led 

by a small committee of people 

who are imbued with a volunteer 

ethos. Each member of the 

committee volunteers their time, 

energy and expertise to raise 

funds for cancer research. the 

caroline foundation has no 

paid employee.

why the Caroline Foundation?  
caroline Dwyer-hickey grew 

up in her family home in the 

burnaby.  she married ronan 

hickey in the holy rosary church 

in greystones in 2007. after a 

nine-year spirited battle with 

cancer, caroline passed away in  

2013 at the age of 35.

the caroline foundation was 

established in memory of 

caroline.  having benefited from 

clinical trials in both ireland and 

the us, caroline was a public 

advocate for cancer research, 

firmly believing that research will 

one day find a cure.  she was 

a pioneer of cancer research 

and was the first in ireland 

to participate on some trials 

through the cancer clinical 

research trust (ccrt) founded 
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day 1
· travel - Dublin to geneva 

(aer lingus)

· travel - geneva to Zermatt 

(coach / train)

· overnight in Zermatt

what is the Challenge?
a seven-day/six-night alpine expedition largely on 
snow and involving use of ropes, crampons and axes 
finally culminating on pointe burnaby.

day 2
· meet miles bright, expedition 

leader and chief mountain 

guide

· lift to schwartzsee hotel, 

where heavy kit is stored for 

collection on day three

· walk to hornli hut at the 

base of matterhorn (approx. 

3 hours), elevation 3,260 

metres (10,695 feet)

· overnight at hornli hut for 

altitude acclimatisation and 

spectacular views

geneva switzerland

Zermatt southern switzerland

hörnli hut | base camp matterhorn
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day 3
· breakfast at hornli hut

· walk to schwartzsee hotel, 

retrieve gear and meet rest 

of guide team 

· lift to klein matterhorn 

· climb breithorn (approx. 4 

hours in total) 4,165 metres 

(13,664 feet)

· take lifts to Zermatt and 

overnight in Zermatt

day 4

· travel from Zermatt to Zinal 

(coach / train)

· follow trail to tracuit hut 

c. 3,256 metres (approx. 5 

hours)

· overnight at tracuit hut, 

elevation 10,682 feet 

day 5
· summit Day!

· fully guided climb to pointe 

burnaby summit, c. 4,135 

metres (approx. 4 hours)

· overnight at tracuit hut.

day 6

· walk down to Zinal (approx. 

4 hours)

· farewell lunch with guides

· travel to Zermatt for 

celebration of achievement

· overnight Zermatt 

day 7

travel - geneva to Dublin 

(aer lingus)

tracuit hut in the canton of valais

Zermatt
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who is the team?

adam has a vast array of 

sports achievements including 

triathlons, cycling and 

snowboarding down mont 

blanc. 

adam will train and motivate 

the team, as well as work with 

bill on the logistics of the 

challenge.

Bill roberts

bill is the 

creative force 

behind the 

tcf alpine 

peaks challenge, having 

come up with the idea after 

researching the local area and 

burnaby.  bill, a Delgany native, 

is an intrepid explorer and has 

participated in expeditions to 

the north and south poles. 

as a guided client with miles 

bright, he has scaled many of 

the most challenging peaks 

in the alps, including the 

matterhorn.  bill roberts will 

assist adam in logistics and 

liaise with the chief guide, 

miles bright.

miles Bright

miles is an 

internationally 

qualified 

(ifmga) guide 

based in chamonix, france 

and will lead the expedition in 

switzerland. from this base at 

the foot of mont blanc, miles 

guides and climbs all year 

round throughout france, italy 

and switzerland. miles has 

climbed the north face of the 

Eiger and soloed the north 

face of the matterhorn. he has 

worldwide experience in india, 

nepal, pakistan, australia, new 

Zealand, japan, usa, canada 

and Europe, that has been 

accumulated over 35 years of 

climbing, skiing, living and 

working in the mountains. 

 

  

adam Kelly

adam is one 

of ireland’s 

most sought-

after sports 

and fitness 

coaches. the owner of pura 

vida complex in greystones, 
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why should i take Part?

· it’s a physical and mental 

challenge that will push you 

out of your comfort zone.

· it gives a clear aim and 

direction for your training.

· it’s time and date focused.

· it’s measurable - you either get 

to the top or you don’t! 

· it’s for a very worthy, 

deserving and for local cause. 

the caroline foundation is a 

local cancer research charity 

that currently funds salaries 

of two cancer researchers. 

in addition, the first caroline 

clinical trial is due to start in 

late 2018. 

· in today’s fast-paced, always-

on world, it’s a wonderful 

external focus from your work 

life, thereby offering a balance.

· you will be part of a team, 

supporting each other. 

· Extra training, including 

weekend and mid-week hikes, 

will be provided as part of the 

programme.

· it’s a doable and achievable 

goal.

· you could be a tv star!  the 

expedition may well be 

televised in the form of a 

documentary - more on that 

later. 
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how do i get involved?
if this excites you, if you’re up for an adventure that also 

supports a local worthy charity, then get in touch! 

participants will pay their own 

way (approx. €2,000 plus gear 

hire and/or kit upgrades as 

necessary) to cover base costs 

plus funDraising for the 

caroline foundation (tcf). 

tcf is a registered charity and 

donations can be offset for tax 

purposes. all monies raised 

by tcf go directly into cancer 

research in ireland. all tcf 

committee and administration is 

donated free of charge.

the caroline foundation is a 

constituent of cancer clinical 

research trust (ccrt) charity 

number: chy 12210 www.ccrt.ie 

we are building a team of 20, 

who will take on this challenge 

together as one.  

if you are interested,  

please contact:

adam kelly on  

087 241 6155 

or email:  

adam@puravida.ie 

for further details. 



thecarolinefoundation.com




